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Plaintiff, Thomas Weiner (“Plaintiff”), by and through his attorneys, brings
this Class Action Complaint on behalf of himself and other consumers who
purchased or leased any vehicle equipped with a 2.4L Tigershark MultiAir II Engine
(“Class Vehicles”) manufactured and sold by Defendant, FCA US LLC
(“Defendant”). The Class Vehicles suffer from a serious defect in their engines’
manufacturing, design and/or assembly, causing the engines (and thus, the vehicles
themselves) to stall without warning, thereby impeding the normal operation of the
vehicles and posing a severe safety risk not only to their drivers, but other drivers on
America’s roads. Plaintiff, on behalf of himself and a class of similarly situated
individuals, seeks damages and all other available relief for Defendant’s wrongful
conduct. Plaintiff alleges as follows based on personal knowledge as to his own
experiences, and as to all other matters, upon information and belief, including an
investigation conducted by his attorneys.
I.
1.

NATURE OF THE ACTION

This case concerns Defendant’s manufacturing and sale of vehicles

containing a dangerous operational defect: Defendant’s 2.4L Tigershark engines
consume engine oil at a furious pace and at a much more accelerated rate than
Defendant discloses and warrants (the “Oil Consumption Defect”). This defect
results in critically low engine oil levels, and causes vehicles installed with
Defendant’s 2.4L Tigershark engines to stall and lose power without warning.
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Like the other members of the putative Class, Plaintiff purchased one

of the Class Vehicles, a 2018 Jeep Compass, containing the Oil Consumption Defect.
After driving his vehicle for less than two years, and for fewer than 25,000 miles,
Plaintiff’s 2018 Jeep Compass has stalled multiple times while Plaintiff was
operating the vehicle normally, causing him to lose the ability to control his vehicle
and exposing him to the risk of collision and catastrophic injury. Consumers
nationwide who own many of Defendant’s models have complained of the exact
same vehicle stalling, safety risks, and accelerated oil consumption, but Defendant
has failed to implement a recall, remedy the Oil Consumption Defect, provide
adequate repairs, or take appropriate action to protect its customers and other drivers
from the danger of vehicles suddenly losing power on the nation’s roadways.
3.

As a result of Defendant’s wrongful conduct as described herein,

owners and lessees of vehicles installed with Defendant’s 2.4L Tigershark engines
have suffered damages, including, inter alia, for (1) overpayment for their vehicles,
(2) out-of-pocket expenses for increased engine oil purchases, (3) increased service
visits, (4) costs for future repairs and/or replacements, and/or (5) diminished value
of their vehicles.
II.
4.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

This Court has diversity jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d),

because (i) at least one member of the putative class is a citizen of a state different
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from the Defendant, (ii) the amount in controversy exceeds $5,000,000, exclusive of
interest and costs, and (iii) none of the exceptions under that subsection apply to the
instant action.
5.

Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391, because

Defendant is headquartered in this District, Defendant has marketed, advertised, sold
and leased the Class Vehicles within this District, and many of the acts and
transactions giving rise to this action occurred in this District, including FCA’s
design, manufacturing, promotion, marketing, distribution, and sale of the Class
Vehicles. Further, a significant number of the Class Vehicles are registered in this
District and thousands of Class Vehicles are in operation in this District.
III.

PARTIES

6.

Plaintiff Thomas Weiner is a citizen and resident of the State of Illinois.

7.

Defendant FCA US LLC is a Delaware limited liability company with

its principal place of business in Auburn Hills, Michigan. Defendant designs,
manufactures, markets, distributes, services, repairs, sells, and leases passenger
vehicles, including the Class Vehicles, throughout the United States, including in
this District. Defendant is the warrantor and distributor and/or seller of the Class
Vehicles in the United States.
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND

Defendant’s Jeep Compass model is a popular compact sport utility

vehicle sold throughout the United States and its territories, with more than 170,000
sold in 2018 alone.
9.

Defendant advertises in its 2018 Jeep Compass marketing brochure that

the 2018 model contains a 2.4L Tigershark engine that “incorporates a column of oil
flow with precise control of intake valve events. This I-4 burns clean, improves fuel
efficiency and reduces emissions with a quiet and refined ride.”

10.

As with all passenger vehicles, Defendant’s 2.4L Tigershark engines

require adequate engine oil to operate. Engine oil functions as an essential lubricant
for the moving parts in internal combustion engines, decreasing heat and reducing
wear.
11.

Indeed, all cars require periodic engine oil replacement. While

historically the standard recommendation was to replace engine oil every 3,000
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miles, most modern synthetic oils offer good engine protection for 5,000–7,500
miles.
12.

Thus, absent prior warning, no prospective car buyer expects the car

they purchase to require engine oil replenishment every several hundred miles, or
even every thousand miles, and no prospective car buyer expects that they will need
to check their new vehicle’s engine oil before each time they pull out of their
driveway.
13.

In fact, on page 365 of its 2018 Jeep Compass Owner’s Manual

(“Owner’s Manual”), Defendant advises that even under “Severe Operating
Conditions,” oil changes should not be necessary at less than 3,500-mile intervals:
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Page 370 of Defendant’s Owner’s Manual tells 2018 Jeep Compass

owners to check their oil engine oils at regular intervals, such as once per month.
Page 231 of Defendant’s Owner’s Manual states that “oil changes should be
consistent with anticipated climate conditions under which vehicle operations will
occur.”
15.

Additionally, the Owner’s Manual directs 2018 Jeep Compass owners

to “Maintain the oil level between the range markings on the dipstick. The safe range
is indicated by a crosshatch zone. Adding 1 quart (0.9 Liters) of oil when the reading
is at the low end of the indicated range will result in the oil level at the full end of
the indicator range.” Thus, Defendant advises 2018 Jeep Compass owners that 1
quart of oil is the approximate difference between inadequate and adequate engine
oil levels.
16.

Finally, Defendant’s Owner’s Manual states that the 2018 Jeep

Compass features two different engine oil level monitoring alerts: an Oil Pressure
Warning Light and an engine oil change indicator.
17.

Page 121 of the Owner’s Manual informs 2018 Jeep Compass owners

that their Oil Pressure Warning Light “will illuminate to indicate low engine oil
pressure. If the light turns on while driving, stop the vehicle and shut off the engine
as soon as possible. A chime will sound when this light turns on”:
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Page 107 of the Owner’s Manual informs 2018 Jeep Compass owners

that their “engine oil change indicator system” will display an “Oil Change Due”
message to warn its owner an oil change is needed:

19.

However, due to the Oil Consumption Defect, Defendant’s 2018 Jeep

Compass engines burn engine oil at an accelerated rate, much faster than it tells its
owners or that its owners would expect. The Oil Consumption Defect not only forces
2018 Jeep Compass owners to refill their car’s engine oil constantly—due to
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unanticipated low engine oil levels, their vehicles also frequently stall without
warning from the vehicles’ engine oil monitoring systems.
20.

Defendant has been aware of the fact that its 2.4L Tigershark engines

consume excessive engine oil since, at the latest, July 31, 2015, when it issued
Technical Service Bulletin 09-007-15 to its authorized dealerships:

21.

The same 2.4L Tigershark engine installed in Defendant’s 2018 Jeep

Compass vehicles was installed in several of Defendant’s 2012-2016 models, but
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Defendant failed to notify prospective 2018 Compass purchasers that the 2.4L
Tigershark engine requires engine oil replenishment every 2,000 miles, which is
more frequent than normal.
22.

In reality, Defendant’s Compass engines consume engine oil at an even

faster rate than 1 quart per 2,000 miles. Complaints made to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration’s (“NHTSA”) show that 2018 Compass owners
nationwide experiencing the Oil Consumption Defect have been told by Defendant’s
dealerships that their Compass engines require oil changes every 1,000 or even 750
miles. Unaware that their Compass engines require such frequent oil replenishment,
Compass owners have had their vehicles’ engine stall, their vehicles’ parking brakes
have engaged, and they have lost all control of their vehicles due to critically low
engine oil levels:1

1

https://www.nhtsa.gov/vehicle/2018/JEEP/COMPASS/SUV/AWD#complaints.
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The posts displayed above are just a sample of the 100+ identical

complaints regarding 2018 Jeep Compass excessive oil consumption listed on the
NHTSA’s consumer-complaint repository. Further, there are numerous other
websites where 2018 Jeep Compass owners have voiced the same complaints about
unanticipated and involuntary vehicle stalling without warning due to insufficient
engine oil.
24.

Owners of Defendant’s other models installed with the 2.4L Tigershark

engine, including the 2015-2016 Chrysler 200, 2013-2016 Dodge Dart, 2016-2020
Fiat 500X, 2017-2020 Fiat Toro, 2014-2020 Jeep Cherokee, 2015-2020 Jeep
Renegade, 2015-2020 Ram ProMaster City, and 2017, 2019, and 2020 model-year
Jeep Compass, have made identical complaints of unexpected and involuntary
engine stalling to the NHTSA:
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As the above sample of complaints made to the NHSTA demonstrate,

problems associated with excessive oil consumption and the Oil Consumption
Defect include, but are not limited to: unanticipated engine shutdowns, engine stalls,
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engines running excessively hot, unexpected loss of power, and other problems as
discussed herein. Inadequate engine oil levels resulting from the Oil Consumption
Defect have the potential to cause engine fires. The failure of the vehicles’
monitoring systems, including the Oil Pressure Warning Light, to warn the driver of
dangerously low oil levels exacerbates the problems and dangers caused by the Oil
Consumption Defect. Even Defendant’s authorized dealerships are directing Class
Vehicle owners not to follow the instructions in Defendant’s Owner’s Manuals.
26.

The Oil Consumption Defect is a substantial safety concern because it

causes excessive oil consumption and associated engine failures that cannot be
reasonably anticipated or predicted. The Oil Consumption Defect is unreasonably
dangerous because it can cause engine failure while the vehicle is in operation at any
time and under any driving conditions or speeds, thereby placing drivers, passengers,
and the general public at risk of accidents and injury. In particular, the Oil
Consumption Defect can result in:
a.

Sudden engine shutoff, resulting in loss of power, loss of braking, and
inability to adequately maneuver in high-speed or congested driving
situations;

b.

Driver distraction due to sudden and unexpected engine shutoff, caused
by sudden loss of power, illumination of warning lights and sounds, and
loss or diminution of power brake assist;
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Loss of maneuverability in high-speed or congested driving conditions
due to unexpected loss of engine power—even when the engine does
not shut off;

d.

Unexpected vehicle stalling when the vehicle comes to a stop in traffic,
thereby endangering vehicle occupants by substantially increasing the
risk that other vehicles will hit the Class Vehicles that have stalled
unexpectedly; and

e.

Engine shutoff, failure (or seizure), or stalling that strands vehicle
occupants in remote, extreme, or unsafe locations or weather
conditions.

27.

Defendant is well aware of the dangers posed by engine stalling. In

2017, Defendant recalled a few hundred 2018 Jeep Compass vehicles built with
cracked engine oil pump housings. In its notice to its authorized dealers, Defendant
made clear: “An engine stall could cause a crash without prior warning.”
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS WITH RESPECT TO PLAINTIFF
28.

Plaintiff

purchased

a

new

2018

Jeep

Compass

(VIN:

3C4NJCAB7JT107099) at Jack Phelan Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, and Ram, located in
Countryside, Illinois, in February 2018, for approximately $23,000.
29.

As part of his purchase, Plaintiff received Defendant’s Basic Limited

Warranty and a copy of Defendant’s Jeep Compass Owner’s Manual. Defendant’s
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Basic Limited Warranty expressly incorporates the Owner’s Manual’s maintenance
and servicing guidelines, stating: “Follow the instructions contained in the General
and Scheduled Maintenance Service guidelines in your Owner’s Manual. Regular,
scheduled maintenance is essential to trouble-free operation. If there is a dispute
between you and FCA US concerning your maintenance of your vehicle, FCA US
will require you to provide proof that your vehicle was properly maintained. For
your convenience, FCA US has prepared a Maintenance Schedule with routine
service intervals which is included in your Owner’s Manual. Its essential to follow
these required maintenance intervals for safe trouble-free operation.”
30.

Defendant’s Basic Limited Warranty also informs purchasers of its

vehicles that “Warranty service must be done by an authorized Chrysler, Dodge,
Jeep or Ram dealer. We strongly recommend that you take your vehicle to your
Selling Dealer. They know you and your vehicle best, and are most concerned that
you get prompt and high quality service.”
31.

Since purchasing his 2018 Jeep Compass, Plaintiff has followed FCA’s

recommended servicing and maintenance guidelines for his vehicle.
32.

Nonetheless, in early September 2019, while Plaintiff was driving to

work in the morning, Plaintiff attempted a right turn at or about the intersection of
Lawndale Avenue and 47th Street in Lyons, Illinois. Plaintiff attempted the right
turn driving at a speed of less than 25 mph. Suddenly, Plaintiff’s emergency brake
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engaged, his engine stalled, and Plaintiff lost the ability to accelerate his vehicle.
Plaintiff was forced to drift his Compass to the side of the road in order to avoid a
collision.
33.

Only after his Compass’s engine stalled did his vehicle’s instrument

panel indicate that his engine oil was critically low. While Plaintiff was able to
restore his engine’s power, unlock his emergency brake, and resume driving, his
engine stall caused him to narrowly avoid crashing the vehicle.
34.

That same afternoon, Plaintiff’s Compass stalled again without

warning. His Compass’s Oil Pressure Warning Light again failed to engage.
35.

Plaintiff thereafter brought his Compass to the Jack Phelan dealership

on September 9, 2019, where he informed the repair technician that his vehicle had
stalled without warning, requested a repair under warranty, and was informed by the
technician that his engine cutoff was caused by his vehicle being 2 ½ quarts low on
engine oil. The technician refilled the engine oil in Plaintiff’s Compass and directed
Plaintiff to return his vehicle in 1,000 miles for further testing. 2 At that point,
Plaintiff’s vehicle had accumulated just 23,574 miles and he had owned his Jeep
Compass for less than two years, such that he was still within Defendant’s Limited
Warranty. Plaintiff was charged $48.00 to replenish his Compass’s engine oil in
order to begin the “oil consumption test.”
2

A copy of Plaintiff’s September 9, 2019 invoice is attached as Exhibit A.
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Plaintiff returned his 2018 Jeep Compass to the Jack Phelan dealership

on October 3, 2019, when his vehicle had registered 24,568 miles. Although
Plaintiff’s Compass had accumulated less than 1,000 miles since his last engine oil
refill, he was informed that his Compass had burned through another 2 quarts of oil,
and he was directed to return in another 1,000 miles. 3 His Compass was burning
through a quart of oil approximately every 500 miles.
37.

Within a mere 994 miles, Plaintiff’s engine oil had descended below

the threshold Defendant designates as safe, rendering his vehicle at risk of sudden
engine stalling without warning. Exacerbating the danger is the fact that Plaintiff’s
Oil Pressure Warning Light and other engine oil monitors fail to engage prior to
engine stalling and vehicle inoperability.
38.

Plaintiff returned his 2018 Jeep Compass to the Jack Phelan dealership

a third time, on November 21, 2019, after his vehicle had registered 26,535 miles.
The dealership determined that his engine oil levels were low, but again failed to
provide any long-term repair and merely directed Plaintiff to return again in another
1,000 miles. 4
39.

Plaintiff returned his 2018 Jeep Compass to the Jack Phelan dealership

a fourth time, on December 12, 2019, after his vehicle had registered 27,541 miles.

A copy of Plaintiff’s October 3, 2019 invoice is attached as Exhibit B.
4
A copy of Plaintiff’s November 21, 2019 invoice is attached as Exhibit C.
3
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Defendant’s authorized dealership again determined his vehicle’s oil engine levels
were problematic, but failed, for the fourth time, to provide any actual repair for the
Oil Consumption Defect. 5
40.

Plaintiff returned his 2018 Jeep Compass to the Jack Phelan dealership

for a fifth time, on January 7, 2020, after his vehicle had registered 28,556 miles, for
yet another test. Defendant’s authorized dealership again confirmed Plaintiff’s
engine had burned nearly a quart of oil in 1,000 miles, but failed to provide a repair. 6
41.

Only upon Plaintiff’s sixth attempt to obtain a repair did Defendant

authorize an engine replacement. On February 4, 2020, six months after Plaintiff
first complained about the Oil Consumption Defect, Defendant’s authorized
dealership acknowledged that Plaintiff’s 2.4L Tigershark engine had suffered
damage from the Oil Consumption Defect and may require replacement.7
42.

On February 13, 2020, Plaintiff had his engine replaced. Because of

reports that replacement engines have continued to exhibit the Oil Consumption
Defect, Plaintiff has been forced to expend time, money, and effort in monitoring
his engine’s oil levels with increased frequency and accounting for the risks of
engine stalling.

A copy of Plaintiff’s December 12, 2019 invoice is attached as Exhibit D.
6
A copy of Plaintiff’s January 7, 2020 invoice is attached as Exhibit E.
7
A copy of Plaintiff’s February 4, 2020 invoice is attached as Exhibit F.
5
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As a result of the Oil Consumption Defect, Plaintiff has been forced to

expend time, money, and effort continuously refilling his engine oil, account for the
risk of engine stalling, and would not have purchased a 2018 Jeep Compass had he
known that its 2.4L Tigershark engine consumed engine oil at such excessive
intervals, would ultimately fail and require replacement, and lead to a decreased
resale value in his vehicle. In light of reports that excessive oil consumption
continues to afflict Defendant’s replacement engines, Plaintiff continues to account
for the risks of engine stalling during the normal use of his vehicle.
VI.
44.

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

Plaintiff brings this action as a class action pursuant to Rule 23 of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Plaintiff brings this action individually and on
behalf of all similarly situated persons as the Court may determine to be appropriate
for class certification treatment, pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 23(a)
and 23(b). Plaintiff seeks to represent the following Class and Subclass of Class
Vehicle purchasers:
The Nationwide Class: All individuals who, within the applicable limitations period,
purchased or leased a Class Vehicle in the United States or its Territories.
The Illinois Subclass: All individuals who, within the applicable limitations period,
purchased or leased a Class Vehicle in the state of Illinois.
45.

Excluded from the Nationwide Class (the “Class”) and the Illinois

Subclass (the “Subclass”) are Defendant, Defendant’s officers and directors, those
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persons’ immediate families, and the successors and predecessors of any such
excluded person or entity.
46.

Defendant manufactured thousands of vehicles containing the Oil

Consumption Defect during the relevant time period, and the Class is reasonably
estimated to be in the thousands or tens of thousands such that joinder of all their
members is impracticable. The precise number of members of the Class and Subclass
is unknown to Plaintiff, but can be ascertained through Defendant’s records.
47.

There is a well-defined community of interest in the relevant questions

of law and fact affecting the putative members of the Class and Subclass.
48.

Common questions of law and fact predominate over any individual

questions affecting the members of the Class and Subclass, including, but not limited
to, the following:
a.

Whether the Class Vehicles and their engines are defectively designed
or manufactured such that they are not suitable for their intended use;

b.

Whether Defendant misrepresented to Plaintiff and the Class and
Subclass members the oil change intervals necessary for the Class
Vehicles to perform safely;

c.

Whether the fact that the Class Vehicles suffer from the Oil
Consumption Defect would be considered material to a reasonable
consumer;
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Whether, as a result of Defendant’s concealment or failure to disclose
material facts, Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass members acted to
their detriment by purchasing Class Vehicles manufactured by
Defendant;

e.

Whether Defendant was aware of the Oil Consumption Defect prior to
selling the Class Vehicles;

f.

Whether the Oil Consumption Defect constitutes an unreasonable
safety risk;

g.

Whether Defendant breached express warranties with respect to the
Class Vehicles;

h.

Whether Defendant breached implied warranties with respect to the
Class Vehicles;

i.

Whether Defendant had a duty to disclose the defective nature of the
Class Vehicles and the Oil Consumption Defect to Plaintiff and the
Class and Subclass members;

j.

Whether Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass members are entitled to
equitable relief, including but not limited to a preliminary and/or
permanent injunction;
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Whether Defendant violated the Illinois Consumer Fraud and
Deceptive Business Practices Act when it sold to consumers Class
Vehicles that suffered from the Oil Consumption Defect; and

l.

Whether Defendant has acted with deliberate indifference to the safety
risks posed by the Oil Consumption Defect.

49.

With respect to the putative Class and Subclass, Plaintiff’s claims are

typical of those of the absent members of the Class and Subclass. If brought and
prosecuted individually, the claims of each member of the Class and Subclass would
require proof of many of the same material and substantive facts and would rely
upon the same remedial theories, seeking the same relief.
50.

Plaintiff will fairly and adequately represent and protect the interests of

the other members of the Class and Subclass. Plaintiff has retained counsel with
substantial experience in prosecuting complex litigation and class actions. Plaintiff
and his counsel are committed to vigorously prosecuting this action on behalf of the
other members of the Class and Subclass, and have the financial resources to do so.
Neither Plaintiff nor his counsel has any interest adverse to those of the other
members of the Class or Subclass.
51.

Class certification is appropriate under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(1), in that

the prosecution of separate actions by individual members of the Class and Subclass
would create a risk of inconsistent or varying adjudications, which would establish
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incompatible standards of conduct for the parties opposing the Class and Subclass.
Such incompatible standards of conduct and varying adjudications on the same
essential facts, proof, and legal theories would also create and allow the existence of
inconsistent and incompatible rights within the Class and Subclass.
52.

Class certification is appropriate under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3), in that

common questions of law and fact predominate over any questions affecting only
individual members of the Class and Subclass.
53.

Moreover, a class action is superior to other methods for the fair and

efficient adjudication of the controversies raised in this Complaint because:
a.

Individual claims by the members of the Class and Subclass would be
impracticable, as the costs of pursuing such claims individually would
exceed what any one Class or Subclass member has at stake;

b.

Individual members of the Class and Subclass are unlikely to have an
interest in separately prosecuting and controlling any individual
actions;

c.

The concentration of litigation of these common claims in one forum
will achieve efficiency and promote judicial economy; and

d.

The proposed class action is manageable.
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COUNT I
BREACH OF WRITTEN WARRANTIES UNDER THE MAGNUSONMOSS WARRANTY ACT,
15 U.S.C. § 2301, ET SEQ.
(On Behalf Of Plaintiff And The Proposed Class And Subclass)
54.

Plaintiff realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth herein.

55.

Plaintiff and the other Class members are “consumers” within the

meaning of 15 U.S.C. § 2310(3).
56.

Defendant is a “supplier” and “warrantor” within the meanings of

sections 15 U.S.C. § 2301(4)–(5).
57.

The Class Vehicles are “consumer products” within the meaning of 15

U.S.C. § 2301(1).
58.

15 U.S.C. § 2310(d)(1) provides a cause of action for any consumer

who is damaged by the failure of a warrantor to comply with any written warranty.
59.

In connection with the sale of every Class Vehicle, Defendant

warranted that its authorized dealerships would promptly repair any item contained
in the Class Vehicles that is defective in material, workmanship, and/or factory
preparation.
60.

However, with regards to the Oil Consumption Defect, Defendant has

refused to provide warranty repairs promptly. Instead, as discussed herein,
Defendant forces Class Vehicle owners to undergo extended “oil consumption tests”
over a period of months or longer with no clear resolution. For instance, Defendant
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has required that Plaintiff return his vehicle for an oil consumption check six times,
over a period of six months, before offering any material repair. With regards to the
Class Vehicles’ defective oil pressure and oil level monitoring systems, Defendant
has offered no remedy at all.
61.

Accordingly, Defendant’s Basic Limited Warranty is deceptive because

it fails to accurately state what Defendant will do in the event of a defect, as required
by 16 C.F.R. § 701.3(a)(3).
62.

It was a basis of the bargain between Plaintiff and the Class members

that Defendant would promptly provide warranty repairs, such that as a result of
Defendant’s deception, Plaintiff and the Class members have overpaid for their Class
Vehicles.
63.

Further, Defendant’s statements concerning the Class Vehicles’ engine

oil consumption and operation of the Class Vehicles’ engine oil monitoring systems
made in its Basic Limited Warranty and in its Owner’s Manual are each a “written
warranty” within the meaning of 15 U.S.C. § 2301(6), because they are written
affirmations of fact that certain Class Vehicle components are defect free and/or will
meet a specified level of performance over a specified time period.
64.

In fact, Defendant’s Basic Limited Warranty covering the Class

Vehicles expressly incorporates Defendant’s Owner’s Manual by making warranty
repair contingent upon compliance with the Owner’s Manual’s directions.
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Defendant’s Basic Limited Warranty states “Follow the instructions contained in the
General and Scheduled Maintenance Service guidelines in your Owner’s Manual.
Regular, scheduled maintenance is essential to trouble-free operation” and “For your
convenience, FCA US has prepared a Maintenance Schedule with routine service
intervals which is included in your Owner’s Manual. It’s essential to follow these
required maintenance intervals for safe trouble-free operation.”
65.

Defendant’s Owner’s Manual makes the following written warranties

concerning materials and/or workmanship present in the Class Vehicles:
a.

“OIL PRESSURE WARNING LIGHT: This warning light will
illuminate to indicate low engine oil pressure. If the light turns on while
driving, stop the vehicle and shut off the engine as soon as possible. A
chime will sound when this light turns on”;

b.

“Your vehicle is equipped with an engine oil change indicator system.
The ‘Oil Change Due’ message will display in the instrument cluster
display for five seconds after a single chime has sounded, to indicate
the next scheduled oil change interval”;

c.

“Your vehicle is equipped with an automatic change indicator system.
The oil change indicator system will remind you that it is time to take
your vehicle in for scheduled maintenance”;
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“Severe Operation Conditions can cause the change oil message to
illuminate as early as 3,500 miles (5,600 km) since last reset. Have your
vehicle serviced as soon as possible, within the next 500 miles (805
km)”;

e.

“Under no circumstances should oil change intervals exceed 10,000
miles (16,000 km), one year or 350 hours of engine run time, whichever
comes first”;

f.

“Change Engine Oil at 4,000 miles (6,500 km) or 350 hours engine run
time if the vehicle is operated in a dusty and off road environment or is
operated predominately at idle or only very low engine RPMs”;

g.

“Check the oil level at regular intervals, such as once a month or before
a long trip”; and

h.

“Oil changes should be consistent with anticipated climate conditions
under which vehicle operations will occur”.

66.

Defendant breached each of these written warranties by:

a.

Selling and leasing Class Vehicles containing the Oil Consumption
Defect, which requires Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass members to
replenish their vehicle’s engine oil at much less than 3,500-mile
intervals, the limit applicable to Severe Operation Conditions;
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Selling and leasing Class Vehicles containing Oil Pressure Warning
Lights that, due to the Oil Consumption Defect, fail to engage before
the Class Vehicles’ engine stalls and/or shuts down due to low engine
oil levels, and otherwise fail to warn Class Vehicle owners of critically
low engine oil levels;

c.

Selling and leasing Class Vehicles containing the Oil Consumption
Defect, such that its Class Vehicles are incapable of reaching even a
tenth of the warranted maximum oil-change interval of 10,000 miles,
one year, or 350 hours of engine run time;

d.

Selling and leasing Class Vehicles containing the Oil Consumption
Defect, which causes the Class Vehicles’ “engine oil change indicator
system” to fail to engage when oil levels are dangerously low; and

e.

Selling and leasing Class Vehicles containing the Oil Consumption
Defect, such that owners of the Class Vehicles must monitor their oil
levels constantly, and replenish their engine oil more than once per
month and without regard to climate conditions in order to prevent
involuntary engine stalling and vehicle inoperability.

67.

Defendant’s breaches of its written warranties have deprived Plaintiff

and the Class members of the benefit of their bargain. When they purchased their
Class Vehicles, Plaintiff and the Class members understood Defendant’s statements
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in its Owner’s Manual to be accurate descriptions of the Class Vehicles’ components
and operational requirements.
68.

The amount in controversy of Plaintiff’s individual claims meets or

exceeds the sum or value of $25. In addition, the amount in controversy meets or
exceeds the sum or value of $50,000 computed on the basis of all claims to be
determined in this suit, and there are over 100 class members.
69.

Defendant has been afforded a reasonable opportunity to cure its

breaches of written warranties, including when Plaintiff and Class members brought
their vehicles in for diagnostics, complained about the effects of the Oil
Consumption Defect, and to warn Defendant of the dangers posed to them and the
public by the effects of the Oil Consumption Defect. The volume and content of the
complaints received by Defendant put it on notice of a defect in the Class Vehicles
obligating Defendant to provide warranty repairs.
70.

Additionally, Defendant has had actual knowledge of the Oil

Consumption Defect and that the 2.4L Tigershark engines installed in the Class
Vehicles consume excessive engine oil since, at the latest, 2015. Defendant received
actual knowledge of Plaintiff’s warranty claim when he brought his Class Vehicle
to Defendant’s authorized dealership on September 9, 2019, because the dealership
notified Defendant of Plaintiff’s excessive oil consumption complaint.
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As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s breach of the foregoing

written warranties, Plaintiff and the Class members sustained damages and other
losses in an amount to be determined at trial. Defendant’s conduct damaged Plaintiff
and the Class members, who are entitled to recover actual damages, consequential
damages, specific performance, diminution in value, costs, including statutory
attorneys’ fees, and/or other relief as appropriate.
COUNT II
BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES UNDER THE MAGNUSON-MOSS
WARRANTY ACT
15 U.S.C. § 2301, ET SEQ.
(On Behalf Of Plaintiff And The Proposed Class And Subclass)
72.

Plaintiff realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth herein.

73.

Plaintiff and the other Class members are “consumers” within the

meaning of 15 U.S.C. § 2310(3).
74.

Defendant is a “supplier” and “warrantor” within the meanings of

sections 15 U.S.C. § 2301(4)–(5).
75.

The Class Vehicles are “consumer products” within the meaning of 15

U.S.C. § 2301(1).
76.

15 U.S.C. §2310(d)(1) provides a cause of action for any consumer who

is damaged by the failure of a warrantor to comply with any implied warranty.
77.

Plaintiff, as well as the other Class members, contracted with

Defendant, through Defendant’s authorized dealership agents, to purchase Class
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Vehicles, and paid significant consideration in the form of the purchase price for the
Class Vehicles. Defendant represents that its authorized dealerships act on its behalf
with regards to the Class Vehicles. For instance, Defendant’s warranty booklet tells
Class Vehicle purchasers: “FCA recommends that you return to the authorized
dealer from whom you bought your vehicle for all maintenance service both during
and after the warranty periods.” Defendant controls its authorized dealerships’
warranty repair protocols, as it provides the training, materials, special tools,
replacement parts necessary to perform repairs, and requires that warranty repairs be
performed at Defendant’s direction.
78.

In purchasing their Class Vehicles, Plaintiff and the other Class and

Subclass members dealt with Defendant directly, as Defendant authored the
directions and representations in its Class Vehicle Owner’s Manuals and Defendant
provided the express warranties applicable to Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass
members.
79.

Defendant’s statements and representations concerning the Class

Vehicles’ engine oil consumption made in Defendant’s marketing materials and
Owner’s Manual were directed specifically to Class Vehicle purchasers, including
Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass Members
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Plaintiff and the Class members directly relied on Defendant’s

warranties, representations, statements, and omissions concerning the Class
Vehicles’ engine oil consumption when choosing to purchase their Class Vehicles.
81.

As a matter of law, each Class Vehicle comes with an implied warranty

of merchantability whereby each vehicle is warranted by Defendant to be of
merchantable quality such that it would pass without objection in the trade and is fit
for the ordinary purposes for which it was to be used.
82.

However,

Defendant

breached

this

implied

warranty

of

merchantability, as the Class Vehicles are not fit for the ordinary purposes for which
they are to be used and would not pass without objection within the trade, because
at the time they left Defendant’s control, they contained the Oil Consumption Defect,
which unreasonably inhibits engine function, inhibits the Class Vehicles’ engine oil
monitoring mechanisms, and renders the vehicles prone to stalling without warning,
endangering the Class Vehicles’ owners as well as the general public.
83.

Defendant’s breach of warranty deprived Plaintiff and the other Class

members of the benefit of their bargain because the Oil Consumption Defect renders
their vehicles undrivable, unsafe, forces Plaintiff and the other Class members to
constantly monitor their engine oil levels, and requires them to seek vehicle
servicing with abnormal frequency.
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Defendant has been afforded a reasonable opportunity to cure its

breaches of implied warranties, including when Plaintiff and Class members brought
their vehicles in for diagnostics, to complain about the effects of the Oil
Consumption Defect, and to warn Defendant of the dangers posed to them and the
public by the effects of the Oil Consumption Defect.
85.

Additionally, Defendant has had actual notice of the Oil Consumption

Defect and that the engines installed in the Class Vehicles consume excessive engine
oil since, at the latest, 2015. Defendant received actual knowledge of Plaintiff’s
warranty claim when he brought his Class Vehicle to Defendant’s authorized
dealership on September 9, 2019, because the dealership notified Defendant of
Plaintiff’s excessive oil consumption complaint.
86.

As a proximate and foreseeable result of Defendant’s breach, Plaintiff

and the other Class members have and/or will sustain damages and loss. These
damages include, but are not limited to: the loss of value of their Class Vehicles as
a result of the Oil Consumption Defect; expectation damages for Plaintiff and the
Class members because they did not obtain the benefit of the bargain they struck
with Defendant; loss of time, money, and use of their Class Vehicles due to the need
for constant servicing; and any further damages that Plaintiff and the other Class
members have or will incur in order to remedy the Oil Consumption Defect.
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COUNT III
BREACH OF EXPRESS WARRANTIES
(On Behalf Of Plaintiff And The Proposed Class And Subclass)
87.

Plaintiff realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth herein.

88.

At the time of his purchase of his Class Vehicle, Plaintiff received

certain express warranties from Defendant, including express warranties featured in
Defendant’s Basic Limited Warranty and Owner’s Manual.
89.

In connection with the sale of every Class Vehicle, Defendant

warranted that its authorized dealerships would promptly repair any item contained
in the Class Vehicles that is defective in material, workmanship, and/or factory
preparation.
90.

However, with regards to the Oil Consumption Defect, Defendant has

refused to provide warranty repairs promptly. Instead, as discussed herein,
Defendant forces Class Vehicle owners to undergo extended “oil consumption tests”
over a period of months or longer with no clear resolution. For instance, Defendant
has required that Plaintiff return his vehicle for an oil consumption check six times,
over a period of six months, before offering any material repair. With regards to the
Class Vehicles’ defective oil pressure and oil level monitoring systems, Defendant
has offered no remedy at all.
91.

Additionally, in its Basic Limited Warranty covering the Class

Vehicles, Defendant explicitly states “Follow the instructions contained in the
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General and Scheduled Maintenance Service guidelines in your Owner’s Manual.
Regular, scheduled maintenance is essential to trouble-free operation.” Accordingly,
these maintenance instructions and directions became a basis of the bargain between
Defendant, on the one hand, and Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass members, on
the other. However, as discussed herein, following Defendant’s recommended
maintenance and servicing schedule results in inadequate engine oil levels and leads
to engine stalling and loss of vehicle control.
92.

Further, Defendant’s Owner’s Manual provides the following

affirmations of fact relating to the Class Vehicles’ components and the Class
Vehicle’s performance:
a.

“OIL PRESSURE WARNING LIGHT: This warning light will
illuminate to indicate low engine oil pressure. If the light turns on while
driving, stop the vehicle and shut off the engine as soon as possible. A
chime will sound when this light turns on”;

b.

“Your vehicle is equipped with an engine oil change indicator system.
The ‘Oil Change Due’ message will display in the instrument cluster
display for five seconds after a single chime has sounded, to indicate
the next scheduled oil change interval”;
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“Your vehicle is equipped with an automatic change indicator system.
The oil change indicator system will remind you that it is time to take
your vehicle in for scheduled maintenance”;

d.

“Severe Operation Conditions can cause the change oil message to
illuminate as early as 3,500 miles (5,600 km) since last reset. Have your
vehicle serviced as soon as possible, within the next 500 miles (805
km)”;

e.

“Under no circumstances should oil change intervals exceed 10,000
miles (16,000 km), one year or 350 hours of engine run time, whichever
comes first”;

f.

“Change Engine Oil at 4,000 miles (6,500 km) or 350 hours engine run
time if the vehicle is operated in a dusty and off road environment or is
operated predominately at idle or only very low engine RPMs”;

g.

“Check the oil level at regular intervals, such as once a month or before
a long trip”; and

h.

“Oil changes should be consistent with anticipated climate conditions
under which vehicle operations will occur”.

93.

Defendant breached each of these express warranties by:

a.

Selling and leasing Class Vehicles containing the Oil Consumption
Defect, requiring Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass members to
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replenish their vehicle’s engine oil at much less than 3,500-mile
intervals, the limit applicable to Sever Operation Conditions;
b.

Selling and leasing Class Vehicles containing the Oil Consumption
Defect, such that its Class Vehicles are incapable of reaching even half
of the maximum oil-change interval of 10,000 miles, one year, or 350
hours of engine run time;

c.

Selling and leasing Class Vehicles containing the Oil Consumption
Defect, which causes the Class Vehicles’ Oil Pressure Indicator Lights
to fail to alert Class Vehicle drivers prior to engine stalling due to low
engine oil levels;

d.

Selling and leasing Class Vehicles containing the Oil Consumption
Defect, which causes the Class Vehicles’ Engine Oil Change Indicator
System to fail to engage when oil levels are dangerously low; and

e.

Selling and leasing Class Vehicles containing the Oil Consumption
Defect, such that owners of the Class Vehicles must monitor their oil
levels constantly, and replenish their engine oil more than once per
month and without regard to climate conditions in order to prevent
involuntary engine stalling and vehicle inoperability.

94.

Defendant’s breaches of its express warranties have deprived Plaintiff

and the Class and Subclass members of the benefit of their bargain. When they
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purchased their Class Vehicles, Plaintiff and the Class members understood
Defendant’s statements in its Owner’s Manual to be accurate descriptions of the
Class Vehicles’ components and operational requirements.
95.

Despite its knowledge of the Oil Consumption Defect, Defendant has

failed to honor its express warranties, failed to conform the Class Vehicles to its
express warranties, and has failed to adequately repair the defects in Plaintiff’s
vehicle or in the Class Vehicles of the other Class and Subclass members.
96.

Defendant has been afforded a reasonable opportunity to cure its

breaches of written warranties, including when Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass
members brought their vehicles in for diagnostics, to complain about the effects of
the Oil Consumption Defect, and to warn Defendant of the dangers posed to them
and the public by the effects of the Oil Consumption Defect. The volume and content
of the complaints received by Defendant put it on notice of a defect in the Class
Vehicles obligating Defendant to provide warranty repairs
97.

Defendant has had actual notice of the Oil Consumption Defect and that

the 2.4L Tigershark engines installed in the Class Vehicles consume excessive
engine oil since, at the latest, 2015. Defendant received actual knowledge of
Plaintiff’s warranty claim when he brought his Class Vehicle to Defendant’s
authorized dealership on September 9, 2019, because the dealership notified
Defendant of Plaintiff’s excessive oil consumption complaint.
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As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s breach of the foregoing

written warranties, Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass members sustained damages
and other losses in an amount to be determined at trial. Defendant’s conduct
damaged Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass members, who are entitled to recover
actual damages, consequential damages, specific performance, diminution in value,
costs and/or other relief as appropriate.
COUNT IV
BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTY
(On Behalf Of Plaintiff And The Proposed Class And Subclass)
99.

Plaintiff realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth herein.

100. Plaintiff, as well as the other Class members, contracted with
Defendant, through Defendant’s authorized dealership agents, to purchase Class
Vehicles, and paid significant consideration in the form of the purchase price for the
Class Vehicles. Defendant expressly represents that its authorized dealerships act on
its behalf with regards to completing warranty repairs and addressing any problems
with the Class Vehicles. For instance, Defendant’s warranty booklet tells Class
Vehicle purchasers: “FCA recommends that you return to the authorized dealer from
whom you bought your vehicle for all maintenance service both during and after the
warranty periods.” Defendant controls its authorized dealerships’ warranty repair
protocols, as it provides the training, materials, special tools, and replacement parts,
and requires that repairs be performed at Defendant’s direction.
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101. With regards to their Class Vehicle purchases, Plaintiff and the other
Class and Subclass members dealt with Defendant directly, because Defendant
authored the directions and representations in its Owner’s Manuals and because
Defendant provided express warranties to Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass
members.
102. Defendant’s statements and representations concerning the Class
Vehicle’s engine oil consumption made in Defendant’s marketing materials,
Owner’s Manual, and other communications were directed specifically to Class
Vehicle owners, including Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass Members.
103. Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass members directly relied on
Defendant’s representations, statements, and omissions concerning the Class
Vehicles’ engine oil consumption when choosing to purchase their Class Vehicles.
104. As a matter of law, each Class Vehicle comes with an implied warranty
of merchantability whereby each vehicle is warranted by Defendant to be of
merchantable quality such that it would pass without objection in the trade and is fit
for the ordinary purposes for which it was to be used.
105. However,

Defendant

breached

this

implied

warranty

of

merchantability, as the Class Vehicles are not fit for the ordinary purposes for which
they are to be used and would not pass without objection with the trade, because at
the time they left Defendant’s control, they contained the Oil Consumption Defect,
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which inhibits engine function, inhibits the Class Vehicles’ low engine oil alert
mechanisms, and renders the vehicles prone to stalling without warning,
endangering the Class Vehicles’ owners as well as the general public.
106. Defendant’s breach of warranty deprived Plaintiff and the other
members of the Class and Subclass the benefit of their bargain because the Oil
Consumption Defect renders their vehicles unsafe to drive, forces them to constantly
monitor their engine oil levels, and requires them to seek vehicle servicing with
abnormal frequency.
107. Defendant has been afforded a reasonable opportunity to cure its
breaches of implied warranties, including when Plaintiff and Class and Subclass
members brought their vehicles in for diagnostics, to complain about the effects of
the Oil Consumption Defect, and to warn Defendant of the dangers posed to them
and the public by the effects of the Oil Consumption Defect.
108. Additionally, Defendant has had actual notice of the Oil Consumption
Defect and that the engines installed in the Class Vehicles consume excessive engine
oil since, at the latest, 2015. Defendant received actual knowledge of Plaintiff’s
warranty claim when he brought his Class Vehicle to Defendant’s authorized
dealership on September 9, 2019, because the dealership notified Defendant of
Plaintiff’s excessive oil consumption complaint.
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109. As a proximate and foreseeable result of Defendant’s breach, Plaintiff
and the other members of the Class and Subclass have and/or will sustain damages
and loss. These damages include, but are not limited to: the loss of value of their
Class Vehicles as a result of the Oil Consumption Defect; expectation damages for
Plaintiff and the members of the Class and Subclass because they did not obtain the
benefit of the bargain they struck with Defendant; loss of time, money, and use of
their Class Vehicles due to the need for constant servicing; and any further damages
that Plaintiff and the other members of the Class and Subclass members have or will
incur in order to remedy the Oil Consumption Defect.
COUNT V
FRAUDULENT CONCEALMENT
(On Behalf Of Plaintiff And The Proposed Class And Subclass)
110. Plaintiff realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth herein.
111. In connection with the sale of the Class Vehicles, Defendant
intentionally concealed the material fact that the Class Vehicles contained 2.4L
Tigershark engines which consume engine oil at an abnormal, faster rate than
consumer automobile engines, require oil changes much more frequently than it
represents in its Owner’s Manual, and will stall without warning. Defendant has
known since 2015, at the latest, that the Class Vehicles’ 2.4L Tigershark engines
require oil replenishment much more frequently than is normal in consumer
automobiles, and knew, from the volume of complaints to its authorized dealerships
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or Defendant directly, prior to Plaintiff’s purchase that the 2.4L Tigershark engine
had a propensity to stall, causing Class Vehicles to lose power.
112. Defendant concealed this fact from Plaintiff and the Class Members,
and, indeed, marketed its 2.4L Tigershark engine as uniquely efficient, in order to
induce a false belief in Plaintiff and the Class members that the Class Vehicles
consumed engine oil at a normal, industry-standard rate. Defendant had a duty to
disclose to Plaintiff and the Class and Subclass members that its 2.4L Tigershark
engine consumed excessive engine oil because it had superior and special knowledge
of the 2.4L Tigershark engine’s capabilities, as evidenced by Technical Service
Bulletin 09-007-15 referenced above, as well as exclusive data from pre-sale testing
and consumer complaints regarding the 2.4L Tigershark engine made prior to the
sale of the Class Vehicles. Defendant also had a duty to inform Plaintiff and the
Class and Subclass members of the Oil Consumption Defect under the circumstances
because of the particular dangers involved with excessive oil consumption described
herein, including sudden vehicle stalling without warning and the resulting risk of
collision.
113. Plaintiffs relied on Defendant’s reputation as an automaker, along with
Defendant’s omission of the defects in the Class Vehicles and affirmative statements
that its vehicles were safe and reliable, when they purchased or leased the Class
Vehicles.
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114. Plaintiff and the Class and the Subclass members could not reasonably
have discovered that the Class Vehicles require excessive engine oil refilling prior
to purchasing their Class Vehicles. Thus, when purchasing their Class Vehicles they
justifiably believed that the Class Vehicles would consume engine oil efficiently or
at least would not require engine oil replacement at less than 3,000-mile intervals.
115. Had Plaintiff and the Class members known that the Class Vehicles
contained engines prone to excessive oil consumption which caused dangerous
engine stalling, loss of vehicle control, and excessive servicing visits, Plaintiff and
the Class members would not have purchased the Class Vehicles or would have paid
substantially less for them.
116. As a proximate and foreseeable result of Defendant’s conduct, Plaintiff
and the Class members have suffered actual damages and other loss in amounts to
be proven at trial, including paying excessive amounts for the Class Vehicles,
physical damage to their vehicles, monetary losses associated with the decreased
value of their vehicles, monetary losses associated with the cost of having to
repeatedly return their vehicles for servicing, and the future costs of abnormal
amounts of engine oil replenishment.
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COUNT VI
VIOLATION OF THE ILLINOIS CONSUMER FRAUD AND DECEPTIVE
BUSINESS PRACTICES ACT
815 ILCS 505/2
(On Behalf Of Plaintiff And The Proposed Subclass)
117. Plaintiff realleges the foregoing allegations as if fully set forth herein.
118. Section 2 of the Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Business
Practices Act provides in relevant part that:
Unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive
acts or practices, including but not limited to the use or
employment of any deception, fraud, false pretense, false
promise, misrepresentation or the concealment,
suppression or omission of such material fact . . . in the
conduct of any trade or commerce are hereby declared
unlawful whether any person has in fact been misled,
deceived or damaged thereby.
815 ILCS 505/2.
119. Plaintiff and the members of the Subclass are “consumers” within the
meaning of Section 1(e) of the ICFA.
120. Defendant’s conduct as alleged herein occurred in the course of trade
or commerce.
121. In manufacturing, selling, and designing the Class Vehicles, and in
marketing, offering for sale, and selling the defective Class Vehicles, Defendant
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engaged in unfair or deceptive acts or practices prohibited by the ICFA, including,
but not limited to:
a.

By representing in its Basic Limited Warranty that Defendant or
Defendant’s agents would provide warranty repairs promptly. In
reality, with regards to the Oil Consumption Defect, Defendant has
refused to provide any actual repair and instead has forced Plaintiff and
other Subclass members to return repeatedly for further “testing,” even
though such testing reveals a recurring oil consumption defect;

b.

By representing in its marketing materials that the Class Vehicles’ 2.4L
Tigershark engines contain efficient systems, control oil flow precisely,
and result in a “quiet and refined ride.” In reality the Class Vehicles are
equipped with engines that do not control oil flow precisely or
efficiently, and, due to uncontrolled stalling and operational
interruption, do not result in a quiet or comfortable ride;

c.

By representing in its Owner’s Manual and other materials that its Class
Vehicles would require oil changes at intervals exceeding 3,500 miles
unless the vehicle was being operated under unusual circumstances, and
that Class Vehicle owners would only need to check engine oil levels
at “regular intervals.” In reality, Plaintiff and the Subclass members
must check their Class Vehicles’ engine oil levels constantly and
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replace their engine oil at less than 1,000-mile intervals just to avoid
involuntary engine stalling, engine damage, and related catastrophic
injury risk;
d.

By representing in its Owner’s Manual and other materials that “Oil
changes should be consistent with anticipated climate conditions under
which vehicle operations will occur.” In reality, Defendant’s Class
Vehicles require excessive oil changes without regard to climate
conditions, and require excessive engine oil replenishment due to the
Oil Consumption Defect;

e.

By representing in its Owner’s Manual and other materials that the
Class Vehicles came equipped with a functional Oil Pressure Warning
Light which would “illuminate to indicate low oil pressure.” In reality,
due to the Oil Consumption Defect, the Class Vehicles’ Oil Pressure
Warning Lights fail to illuminate prior to engine stalling due to low
engine oil levels;

f.

By representing in its Owner’s Manual and other materials that that the
Class Vehicles contained an “engine oil change indicator system” that
would warn Class Vehicle owners when engine oil levels were critically
low. In reality, the Class Vehicles’ engine oil change indicator systems
do not warn Plaintiff and the Subclass members when their Class
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Vehicles’ engine oil levels are critically low, subjecting Plaintiff and
the Subclass members to involuntary engine stalling, engine damage,
and related catastrophic injury risks; and
g.

By failing to disclose to, and concealing from, Plaintiff and the Subclass
members that the Class Vehicles contain the Oil Consumption Defect
and 2.4L Tigershark engines that Defendant knows consume engine oil
abnormally, while at the same representing that the Class Vehicles may
be safely operated with standard engine oil change intervals.

122. By including such false representations and omissions in its marketing
materials and Owner’s Manual provided at the time of sale, as well as other direct
communications to Class Vehicle owners and prospective purchasers, Defendant
intended that the Class Vehicle purchasers, such as Plaintiff and the Subclass
members, rely on such representations and omissions.
123. Plaintiff and the Subclass members understood the representations in
Defendant’s Owner’s Manual to accurately describe the Class Vehicles’ components
and operational requirements.
124. Absent Defendant’s misrepresentations and omissions, and had
Plaintiff and the Subclass members been adequately informed of the Oil
Consumption Defect, they would not have purchased Defendant’s Class Vehicles or
would have paid significantly less for them. Had Plaintiff and the Subclass members
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known that the Class Vehicles’ oil monitoring components would not engage prior
to engine stalling, they would have taken remedial safety measures to protect
themselves and their Class Vehicles from damage. Had Plaintiff and the Subclass
members known that Defendant would not provide warranty repairs promptly, and
would instead provide over months of ineffective “testing,” they would not have
paid the prices they did for the Class Vehicles, which factored in Defendant’s
deceptive warranty.
125. Plaintiff and the Subclass members had no way of discerning that
Defendant’s representations were false and misleading, or otherwise learning the
facts that Defendant had concealed or failed to disclose, because Defendant had
exclusive knowledge of the information surrounding the Oil Consumption Defect
and did not alert Plaintiff and the Subclass members to such information prior to
their purchase of their Class Vehicles.
126. Defendant intentionally misrepresented, and concealed, material facts
concerning the Oil Consumption Defect from Plaintiff and the Subclass members in
an effort to induce Plaintiff and the Subclass members to purchase the Class Vehicles
and to purchase the Class Vehicles at a higher price than Plaintiff and the Subclass
members would have otherwise paid had the defect been properly and appropriately
disclosed.
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127. Further, Defendant’s false and misleading representations, material
omissions, and refusal to remedy the Oil Consumption Defect are each contrary to
public policy, immoral, unethical, oppressive, unscrupulous, and cause substantial
injury to consumers by exposing Class Vehicle Owners and the general public to the
dangers of involuntary engine stalling without warning, catastrophic collision risks.
As described herein, Defendant is well aware of the dangers of engine stalling
without warning, and was well aware of its 2.4L Tigershark engines’ propensity to
consume engine oil at an abnormal rate prior to selling the Class Vehicles, but has
refused to provide adequate remedies to Class Vehicle owners.
128. Because Defendant has refused to immediately remedy the Oil
Consumption Defect, and instead only directed Plaintiff and the Subclass members
to repeatedly bring their Class Vehicles to one of Defendant’s authorized dealerships
for ineffective “testing,” Plaintiff and the Subclass members were left with little
choice except to continue driving vehicles which could stall and brake involuntarily
at any time without warning.
129. Though Defendant is aware of the Oil Consumption Defect, and aware
of its associated dangers, Defendant has acted with deliberate indifference by failing
to take any material step to prevent the catastrophic injury risks posed to Class
Vehicle owners and the general public.
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130. Defendant’s scheme and concealment of the true characteristics of the
Oil Consumption Defect were material to Plaintiff and the Subclass members, as
Defendant intended.
131. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s deceptive and unfair
trade practices, Plaintiff and the other Subclass members suffered actual damages,
including paying excessive amounts for the Class Vehicles, damage to their vehicles,
monetary losses associated with the decreased value of their vehicles due to repairs,
monetary losses associated with the cost of having to repeatedly return their vehicles
for engine oil replenishment, the unreasonable cost of abnormal engine oil
replenishment, and expectation damages associated with not receiving the benefit of
their bargains with Defendant.
132. Defendant’s conduct is in violation of the ICFA, and pursuant to 815
ILCS 505/10a, Plaintiff and the Subclass members are entitled to damages in an
amount to be proven at trial, reasonable attorneys’ fees, injunctive relief prohibiting
Defendant’s unfair and deceptive conduct going forward, and any other penalties or
awards that may be appropriate under applicable law.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, for the reasons set forth above, Plaintiff, individually and on
behalf of similarly situated individuals, requests relief and judgment against
Defendant as follows:
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A.

An Order certifying the Class and Subclass as defined above;

B.

An award of actual and compensatory damages to Plaintiff and the other

members of the Class and Subclass for all damages sustained as a result of
Defendant’s wrongdoing, in an amount to be proven at trial, including prejudgment
interest thereon;
C.

An award of punitive damages for Defendant’s misconduct and

deliberate indifference to catastrophic injury risks;
D.

An award of reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs;

E.

An Order enjoining Defendant from continuing to sell vehicles

containing the Oil Consumption Defect without disclosing the Class Vehicles’
excessive engine oil consumption; and
F.

Such further and other relief as the Court deems reasonable and just.
JURY DEMAND

Plaintiff hereby demands trial by jury on all claims and issues so triable.
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Respectfully submitted,
HAGENS BERMAN SOBOL SHAPIRO
LLP
s/ Steve W. Berman
Steve W. Berman
HAGENS BERMAN SOBOL SHAPIRO LLP
1301 Second Avenue, Suite 2000
Seattle, WA 98101
Telephone: (206) 623-7292
Facsimile: (206) 623-0594
steve@hbsslaw.com

E. Powell Miller (P39487)
THE MILLER LAW FIRM PC
950 W. University Dr., Ste. 300
Rochester, MI 48307
Telephone: (248) 841-2200
Facsimile: (248) 652-2852
epm@millerlawpc.com

Myles McGuire
Evan M. Meyers
Timothy P. Kingsbury
MCGUIRE LAW, P.C.
55 W. Wacker Dr., 9th Fl.
Chicago, Illinois 60601
Tel: (312) 893-7002
mmcguire@mcgpc.com
emeyers@mcgpc.com
tkingsbury@mcgpc.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff and the Putative Class
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